INCOGNITO

INFLUENCE

SIX KEYS TO UNDER-THE-RADAR PERSUASION
In his million-copy bestseller,

Dr
Robert Cialdini describes six powerful
insights into human psychology:
1. Liking
2. Scarcity
3. Social Proof
4. Authority
5. Reciprocity
6. Commitment & Consistency

consciously process the situation; they tend to go on
effective results.
Use it or lose it
think how you could apply the principle to your regular
Enjoy,

This article explains how to apply these to your writing
to get your way more often at work. The principles apply
boss to your way of thinking.
Paul Jones
Director
Magneto Communications
* So use the principles ethically!
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1. Fast friends:

LIKING
Naturally, the more someone likes
you, the easier it is to persuade them
to your way of thinking. Rapport is
invaluable. To apply ‘liking’ to
your writing:

looks

tone. How does your writing
sound to your intended audience? Sounding

attitude: Do you really have your readers’
and trust you more.
relationship
get them over the line too quickly. By all means ask for
you care more about them than the deal. Trite but true:
‘People don’t care how much you know until they know
how much you care.’
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2. Make it ‘rare’ to
get ‘well done!’:

SCARCITY
Cialdini describes an experiment in
which two groups of people were
asked to rate choc-chip biscuits.
ten biscuits;
two biscuits.
every measure – even though the biscuits were identical.

Here are some ways to use scarcity to get better results
from your writing:
Scarce time – Imposing deadlines on your readers will
motivate them to act sooner rather than later (‘later’ is
do X by next Friday so [insert plausible reason]’.
Scarce amount – What you’re offering will be more

This is scarcity at work. And it’s a very useful
Scarce information – Research shows if you limit
more persuasive. Can you structure your message so
BooSter 1: ‘Scarcity’ works better when people
think something’s newly scarce – i.e. when it hasn’t
always been in short supply, but suddenly becomes so.
E.g. ‘Unprecedented demand – now just 10 seats left!’

BooSter 2: ‘Scarcity’ works better again when
people realise they’re competing with others for
scarce resources. A common real-estate sales ploy
is to tell wavering buyers that someone else is also
interested in the property.
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BooSter 3: How you frame things can invoke
‘scarcity.’ Emphasising ‘what you could lose’ is more
powerful than ‘what you could gain,’ because the
former is a type of scarcity.
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3. Writing for sheep:

SOCIAL
PROOF

Feeling sheepish? Your readers are.
Well, they (like all of us) can
like
sheep when making decisions.
you’re unsure what to do? We all take cues from others

This is Social Proof in action. How much more ‘sold’
are you on an Amazon book when you see hundreds of
others have ‘rated’ it highly? ‘All those people can’t be

shortcuts and often react based on only partial evidence.
Here’s how to leverage that in your writing:
testimonials. Ask for them straight after you’ve worked
keep them short.

Big names
and respectable companies who’ve used your business.

And the more similar

Pictures

an accountant more than one from a plumber. See how
Salesforce does this.

right crowd.
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4. You da man

AUTHORITY
Here’s how you can use ‘Authority’ to
win your readers over.
(For shocking proof – literally – see the
Milgram experiment

experience: Been in business for a long time?
your company has conducted? This can position
title
after your name to build credibility – but keep them

To build ‘authority
tone: You’re a professional recommending a
assume they will. How does a doctor make requests?

branding: Skimping on a professionally designed
logo and quality collateral is like wearing a cheap suit.

‘I need to examine you – please undress.’ So instead

and business cards exceptional.

we offer?’ try: ‘Probably the best next step would be
to meet so I can learn more about your needs and see
how we can help. How about 3pm next Tuesday?’
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5. The power of
give & take:

RECIPROCITY
This rule is one of the most important,
and applies to every culture.
It’s a quirk of human nature that if someone does you a
obliged to return that favour — even if
you don’t like them.

So what can you give your readers to increase your

generous – it must seem more a gift

certainly have been refused. And you can harness these
conditioned feelings of fairness when writing to prospects.
But check your attitude — this shouldn’t be
about manipulation
demonstration of your desire
to help your clients. As famous motivational speaker and
what they want.’
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COMMITMENT &

CONSISTENCY
This principle can literally change your
readers’ minds.

testimonial
commit to them in writing. It’s also public
enhances the effect.

asking them to predict their response if they were
asked to spend three hours collecting money for
cancer research.
Many said they would. But they didn’t know that a few
days later the Cancer Society would
to help. The result was a 700 per cent increase in
Why? Because those ‘surveyed’ made a personal
commitment – something we’re driven to
remain consistent with. And in the gap between

in advance.
your blog. Don’t be afraid of negative comments —
responding well to them can win you fans.
Survey people as in the Cancer Society example
remind them what great customers they are and how
write and say thanks.

small for a low price to get them
thinking of themselves as your customer instead of
your prospect. A bigger sale may be easier later.
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more people like you around here! Do you think you
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USE YOUR POWERS

FOR GOOD, NOT EVIL

seeing the effect you can have on others’ behaviour. But
don’t be tempted to use them unethically; you’ll only hurt
yourself in the end.

And

and the ‘other’ gain.

even more fun.

COURSES & RESOURCES
Like to really persuade through your writing?
See our courses and resources at www.magneto.net.au
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